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Abstract 

The intangible nature of insurance business poses an uphill task in the 
marketing of insurance products (policies).  However, the inherent 
problems that are roundly due to the very nature of insurance products, 
the peoples literacy level, the industry’s practices, the government’s 
regulation of insurance industry, as well as the marketing approaches 
and strategies being adopted by the practitioners and professionals alike 
all constitute the bane of insurance marketing in Nigeria. 
Notwithstanding all these, marketing, through consumer oriented 
approach holds the key to unlocking some of these problems.  This 
discussion, no doubt, has showcased the import, relevance and 
contribution of marketing to insurance business in Nigeria. 

 
Since its introduction to the Nigerian markets in the 20th century, the 

insurance business has not gone beyond the second stage (growth) in its product 
life cycle.  From the available literature and research findings; (Ade, 2004; 
Esonye, 2007), the industry has not occupied its unique important position in the 
nation’s economy.  For instance, in Britain and in most Western countries, 
insurance constitute the major invisible foreign exchange earner, unlike in 
Nigeria.  People in the developed countries of the world are insurance conscious 
largely due to advancement in education, science and technology unlike people in 
the developing and third world countries. 
 

Why is insurance industry in Nigeria not growing as rapidly as banks and 
other financial institutions, communication industry, etc?  What are the inherent 
problems that are militating against the rapid growth and development of 
insurance industry in Nigeria and how can the application of consumer-oriented 
marketing approach, help in advancing and speeding up progress in the industry?  
These among others are the building blocks for this article, which is mainly a 
theoretical/conceptual construct.  Discovery from the literature show that the 
major reasons for the low level of consciousness and apathy towards insurance 
products by many Nigerians among others include: 
 Product-induced problems 
 People-induced problems 
 Industry-induced problems 
 Government-induced problems 
 The method of marketing insurance products 
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These reasons are briefly discussed here as a prelude towards 
acknowledging the import of consumer oriented approach in insurance 
marketing. 
 
Product-induced Problems 

Insurance products are classified among unsought goods, that is, goods 
that buyers normally do not think of buying.  Insurance is an intangible product 
or a product of service, which is designed and packaged accordingly to 
accommodate the very insurable risks it intends to protect or cover.  Insurance 
products include all insurances relating to properties, liabilities, protection 
against employees dishonesty, guarantees of loss of product etc, which are being 
referred to as general insurance, and the insurance that is contingent upon the 
duration of human life, called life assurance, Olatuyi (1999).  The general 
insurance business is further divided into five viz: accident insurance, motor 
vehicle insurance, goods intransit insurance, marine and aviation insurance, oil 
and gas insurance, etc. 
 

The very nature of insurance products distinguishes it from any other 
product or service in the market.  Insurance is a highly technical and complex 
product embodied in policies, coded in legal parlances that are enshrined with 
terms and conditions written in technical language that an ordinary person cannot 
understand nor interpret.  Again, most of the insurance products have no 
immediate appeal, value and satisfaction to the purchaser.  This accounts to the 
apathy most consumers show towards insurance.  The satisfaction, benefit, or 
value which is expressed in a promissory document called “Policy” is futuristic 
and characterized by uncertainty, which is the very nature of insurance.  People 
or consumers of product would expect immediate and spontaneous satisfaction 
upon purchase of any product.  There is usually a concurrent and mutual benefit 
between the buyer and the seller of the goods.  However, this is not the case in 
insurance business, while the seller goes away with value and immediate benefit 
(money paid), the buyer goes away with a promissory and uncertain document 
(policy) whose value and benefit would only be determined and enjoyed in the 
future when, and if the insured events occur.  So we could submit that an 
insurance transaction does not come to finality at exchange.  This negates the 
principles of two parties being better off at exchange. 
 
People-induced Problems 

This is seen from the literacy point of view.  Comparatively, the literacy 
level in Nigeria is relatively low.  Many people especially in the rural areas and 
villages do not know how to read and write hence cannot understand or 
appreciate what insurance is all about.  While more than 80% and 50% of the 
population are insurance conscious in Europe and South Africa respectively, 
available statistics put that of Nigeria at about 10%, Esonye (2007).  This 
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situation is understandable because how can people buy a product they know 
very little or nothing about?  Since education brings about a permanent change in 
man, one would have been of the opinion that insurance as a subject would have 
been introduced long before now in the secondary school curricular in Nigeria, 
considering its important, unique, and supportive roles in guaranteeing security to 
properties, goods and services and even productive activities.  Brandmaier (2001) 
observe that Africans do not feel the need to purchase insurance, with the result 
that in most of these countries the percentage of insured people out of the total 
population is 3%, 4% or at most 5%. 
 

Nonetheless, it is expected that the latest development in the educational 
sector such as signing into law the Universal Basic Education (UBE), licensing 
of privately owned tertiary institutions especially at university level and 
introduction of Normadic and Open University system among others will help 
increase the literacy level in the country. 
 
Industry-induced Problems 

This has to do with problems associated with the insurance industry 
itself.  The problems can be termed poor image of the industry due to unethical 
practices of the practitioners and activities of fake insurance brokers.  Many 
policy holders have lost interest in insurance business as a result of previous 
claim experiences with some insurance companies.  Some of these problems are 
caused by aggressive insurer’s agents whose remuneration depends on the 
volume of their sales.  In their bid to make more sales, they cajoled their clients 
into buying policies that are not suitable for them or that are beyond their 
economic capabilities.  The policy holder discovers to his dismay, upon claims, 
that for some technical reasons and other contract terms, the insurer becomes 
evasive in making good his promises. 
 

The aggrieved customer then passes this experience to friends and 
relations thereby denting the image and reputation of the offending insurance 
company and causing problems for others.  The industry image that emerges 
from the above practices was best illustrated by the result of a survey conducted 
in Zaria in which a 100% of the respondents had a negative view of insurance 
Datchaube (1998).  For instance, one of the respondents said that “life insurance 
companies gambled on many not being able, after death, to pursue their claims, 
and so lose whatever they might have contributed”.  All these unethical practices 
bring bad image to the business, consequently insurance products or services 
have become so unattractive and unsought for. 

 
Government Induced Problems 

This is in the area of what Esonye (2007) calls regulation of insurance 
industry.  For instance, the insurance decree No. 2 of 1997, section 100, requires 
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that companies carrying out insurance business in Nigeria must maintain a paid 
up capital as follows: 
(i) Life Assurance business   -  N20,000,000.00 
(ii) General business   -  No less than N20,000,000.00 
(iii) General business and special risks  -  N50,000,000.00 
(iv) Life, General business and special risks  -  N90,000,000.00 
 

Although these had been reviewed upward in the recent times to meet the 
economic realities and challenges of the industry, the government again, through 
its fiscal policies has mandated the insurance companies to be paying  
- Withholding tax 
- Normal tax 
- One percent supervisory levy to NAICON, and 
- Value Added Tax (VAT) among others. 
 

Many practitioners, argue, based on other conditionalities that there is 
not yet a level playing ground for the operators in insurance industry since 
government over regulation and control measures do not give the industry 
enough resources to engage in promotion and campaigns that will bring 
awareness and positive image to the insurance business. 
 
The Method of Marketing Insurance Product 

The marketing of insurance products just like the marketing of other 
unsought goods is usually difficult.  Because of the intangible nature of insurance 
products, it is difficult to develop a product concept around which a marketing 
programme can be drawn.  Denenbery, Malik, Scolter and Jabotic  (2000) 
describe this task as trying “to convert the vague, remote possibility of 
catastrophe, into something real, close, vividly alive and imminent, in order to 
give it meaning in the prospects mind”.  If other intangible products like bank 
services, and highly technical products like computers can be marketed 
successfully, insurance products equally can be marketed to the Nigeria public.  
The difficulty often does not lie with the product offering, rather it lies with the 
business orientations and marketing philosophies and approaches adopted by the 
insurance companies in selling insurance policies.  Being a service product, 
insurance policy shares with other services certain characteristics which are said 
to distinguish them from consumer goods (Stanton, 2001).  Without analyzing 
these characteristics like Middleton (2002) and Buttle (2000) let us say that all 
service products exhibit the basic nature of intangibility, perishability, 
heterogeneity and inseparability.  Unlike most service products such as the health 
and legal services, banks and financial services and maintenance, which people 
always go for, insurance policy takes the back stage in the scale of people’s 
priority.  Except when it is obligatory like taking up loan protection insurance to 
secure a bank loan, or mandatory by law like taking up vehicle insurance policy 
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etc, people do not see any other need and benefit to buy insurance products.  To 
market its products to uninterested and difficult publics, therefore insurance 
companies have resorted to the adoption of selling concept which holds that 
consumers and business, if left alone will ordinarily not buy enough of the 
organization’s products.  The organization, must, therefore, undertake an 
aggressive selling and promotion effort (Kotler, 2000).  This concept assumes 
that consumers typically show buying, apathy, inertia or resistance and must be 
coaxed into buying.  Insurance companies seem to over stress this point with 
their aggressive “must sell” campaigns, which do not yield any positive result. 
 
Consumer Oriented Marketing Approach 

To make the people insurance conscious and to correct the negative 
image of the industry brought about by hard selling practices of insurance 
companies and brokers, as well as correct other ills plaguing the industry, many 
writers have advocated a consumer oriented marketing approach, Nwankwo 
(1980), Akubo (2007), Osoka (2002), Adeosun (2004), Meidan (1999) and 
Bajpai (2001).  This approach according to Meidan in Ade (2004) would consist 
of the following five stages:- 
 Marketing Research:  Identifying the insurance needs and wants of the 

market and further research into future needs. 
 Product Development:  Developing appropriate policies to meet the 

needs. 
 Pricing:  Determining the premium to be paid. 
 Promotion:  Advertising and promoting the policies. 
 Distribution:  Organising suitable channels through which the policies 

are distributed. 
 
The consumer oriented marketing approach or the marketing concept/ philosophy 
holds that the key to achieving its organizational goals consists of the company 
being more effective than competitors in creating, communicating and delivering 
customer value to its chosen target market (Kotler, 2001).  In other words, 
marketing concept is the marketing management philosophy that holds that 
achieving organizational goals depends on determining the needs and wants of 
target markets and delivering the desired satisfactions more effectively and 
efficiently than competitors do.  The concept takes an outside-inside perspective 
which is focused on the following four factors, as depicted in figure 1. 
 
 

Starting point     Focus Means   Ends 
 
 Target market      Customer Integrated Profit, through 

           needs marketing customer satisfaction 
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Fig. 1:  Factors that Hinge on Insurance Marketing 
Source: Hurly, R. F. and Hult, G. T .M. (2002), “Innovation, Marketing 

Orientation and Organizational Learning: an integration and empirical 
examination” Journal of Marketing 11 (3) pp 23-34. 

  
- Target market 
- Customer needs 
- Integrated marketing, and 
- Profitability 
 

The above four basic factors are aimed at providing customer satisfaction 
as the key to achieving organizational goals.  The market for insurance business 
in Nigeria is ostensibly larger because of the country’s population.  Nigeria with 
an estimated population of 140.8 million people (as of 2006 census figure) is a 
very large market for any individual, group and organization to do business in.  
What any business concern is required to do here is to develop, a right product 
around the target market or consumers.  The problem of insurance industry is not 
hinged on the product offering as said earlier, but on the marketing philosophies 
and orientation.  While many other industries in the economy are embracing and 
implementing the marketing concept which is consumer oriented, insurance 
practitioners are still using the selling concept which advocates sales through 
aggressive selling and promotion. 
 
Theodore Levitt of Harvard, in Kotler (2001:19) draws a perspective contrast 
between selling and marketing concept, thus 
 

“Selling focuses on the needs of the seller; marketing on the needs of 
the buyer.  Selling is preoccupied with the seller’s need to convert his 
product into cash; marketing with the idea of satisfying the needs of the 
customer by means of the product and the whole cluster of things 
associated with creating, delivering, and finally consuming it”.  

 
The selling concept as said before takes an “inside-outside” perspective.  

It starts with the insurance companies focusing on different and diverse product 
they will “hard sell” to the publics, using heavy promotion and aggressive 
salesmen to produce sales.  The marketing concept, which as said before is 
consumer oriented, consumer interested, and consumer focused, takes an 
“outside-inside” perspective.  It starts with identifying the target market and their 
needs, which is, first and foremost, obtaining through consumer research, the 
insurance products that a target market or a particular group of consumers need.  
It then goes ahead to produce the products, and coordinate other activities based 
on consumer needs to effect sales that will produce consumer satisfaction and 
profit. 
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It is no gain saying the fact that, to be consumer oriented and focused, 

insurance practitioners, while planning and designing their insurance products 
must carefully identify their target market, and their product need, after which 
they will design a marketing programme and activity tailored to meet the needs 
of that target market (Moguluwa, 2000).   The business practices of most 
entrepreneurs in Nigeria are to produce products of which they have the installed 
production facility (Udokubo, 1986). 
 

Little or no attention is ever given to the customer needs.  As said earlier, 
the country with its large population figure is a veritable market for business 
enterprises.  People, import, and produce all sorts of goods and services without 
finding, first and foremost whether the consumers need the goods or not, and in 
what form, make and style they need the goods.  Kotler (2001), warns that a 
company can define its target market, but fail to correctly understand the 
customers’ needs.  Understanding customers’ needs and wants is not always 
simple.  Some customers have needs of which they are not fully conscious, or 
cannot articulate.  He finally identified five different types of needs namely: 
stated needs, real needs, unstated needs, delight needs, and secret needs. 
 

Insurance practitioners must identify the exact needs of the public or the 
target market and fill them.  However, to remain relevant and focused, they must 
move out from “responsive marketing”, finding a need and filling it, to 
“anticipative marketing”, looking ahead into what needs customers may have in 
the near future and finally to “creative marketing”, discovering and producing 
solutions customers did not ask for but to which they enthusiastically respond 
(Kotler, 2001). 
 
Integrated Marketing  

The third pillar of consumer oriented marketing approach, integrated 
marketing is concerned with the various marketing functions-sales force, 
advertising, customer service, product management, and marketing research 
working together in tandem.  Since all the functions are targeted to the 
consumers, they must all blend to deliver satisfaction.  Commission agents and 
insurance brokerage firms, who may be seen as outsiders to the company, sell 
most of the insurance products.  Some of them may not know or understand the 
business mission and objectives of the companies they are representing, thereby 
drifting in their marketing activities and practices.  Such behaviour, nevertheless 
cannot go down well with the business standing of the firm in the minds of the 
consumers of their products, hence a concerted effort must be made to integrate 
them into the company business posture. 

Insurance product, being intangible products, are sold through consumer 
appeal and conviction.  The consumer, that is the buyer of the insurance products 
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depends only on the product communication by the insurance company or agent 
to take purchase decision.  This, therefore calls for coordination between the 
company and the agents on the product information that is going to the buyers.  
At this juncture the need for integrated marketing communication must be 
emphasized.  The intensity of competitive reaction in all consumer markets 
(insurance market inclusive) is forcing a drive towards reaching the individual 
customer with customized products and services backed by personalized 
communications.  As a result of these changes, it is much more difficult to 
identify the most effective mix of communication tools for reaching the 
customer, and indeed quite different communications mixes may now be 
competing against each other for the attention of the same customers. 
 

Against this backdrop, therefore, Integrated Marketing Communication 
(IMC), which is derived from the marketing concept, should address these key 
principal issues in the context of marketing insurance products; 

(i) IMC starts with customer perception and activity – all insurance products 
and services must be customer focused, customer driven and customer 
oriented. 
 

(ii) IMC integrates the strategy of the whole business with the needs and 
activities of the customer.  Simply producing an insurance product or 
service which is needed or wanted by the customer is not enough because 
there are so many other ways in which business relates to its customers.  
Businesses now spend substantial sums on social and community 
projects, to integrate their activities more with the social reality in which 
their present and potential customers live.  Insurance companies can 
participate in such social and community based project to boost their 
image and reputation. 
 

(iii) IMC coordinates all the communications of the business within an IMC 
mix – Advertising, public relations, product packaging and sales force 
can easily be out of coherent with each other, sending different messages 
to the market.  Smith et al (2005).  This kind of outcome in product 
communication should be avoided in insurance industry in order to 
reduce the level of confusion created by policy racketeers. 
 

(iv) IMC creates dialogue with the customer-communication is a two-way 
process.  Messages so far given to the public must be evaluated and 
assessed through an effective feedback mechanism.  This will help the 
business monitor and ascertain the perception of their customers for 
possible adjustment and improvement. 
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(v) IMC seeks to customize communication toward individual need - 
modern technology through information database has made it possible to 
customize communication, products and services to individual needs.  
This breakthrough could be exploited by the industry to tailor their 
products to the need of every market segment and customer. 

 
Profitability 

According to Kotler (2001), the ultimate purpose of the marketing 
concept is to help organizations achieve their objectives.  Profit as a business 
objective must be pursued, but not to the detriment of customer satisfaction.  As 
proposed by Kotler (2001), firms should not aim at profit as such, but should 
achieve profit in the course of providing goods and services as a consequence of 
creating superior customer value.  Insurance companies can make good profit by 
satisfying their customers needs better which is one of the principal goals of 
marketing concept. 
 
Conclusion 

There is a large market for insurance business in Nigeria, however, but in 
order to exploit the potentials and opportunities inherent in Nigerian market, 
there must equally be a change in the marketing approach being adopted by 
insurance firms.  The change nonetheless, is not going to bear much fruit except 
cognizance is taken of major problems inherent in the Nigerian insurance 
industry.  We have in this paper identified these major problems which are 
induced by the very nature of insurance products, the people’s literacy level, the 
activities of the industry and the government, as well as the marketing concept or 
philosophy being adopted by the practitioners.   
 
 
Recommendations 
We hereby recommend as follows;  
(1) Instead of the traditional selling concept being adopted by practitioners 

in insurance business, a more dynamic, robust and result-oriented 
concept – the marketing concept, which is consumer oriented as the tool 
for insurance marketing is hereby recommended.  This suggestion was 
based on the findings of some writers and authors who advocate and 
favour the adoption of this concept.  For instance, Slater and Narver 
(2003), say that marketing orientation compels an organization to 
continuously be collecting information on customer needs and 
competitors capabilities which aids informed planning and management 
of overall marketing programmes. Their views which were supported by 
Hurly and Hult (2002) were summarized on the four major pillars upon 
which they rest their marketing activities, namely: the target market, 
customer needs; integrated marketing and profitability. 
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(2) The key attributes of integrated marketing communication, as part of 

marketing concept is equally recommended as the remedy for bridging 
the divergent and uncoordinated product information emanating from the 
insurance firms and their agents.  These recommendations were based on 
the belief that the negative attitude and perception of insurance 
companies and their products being exhibited by consumers in the 
Nigerian market can effectively be addressed through the application of 
consumer oriented marketing approach, concept, techniques, and 
strategies. 
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